
Operating instruction 

 

Method of use 

1.Make sure the power cord is plugged in when starting mosquito control, when the fan and LED 

light start to work, pull out the power cord stop working. 

2.When cleaning the remnants of mosquitoes, please turn off the power first,pick up the mosquito 

lamp with one hand and place it above the garbage can( so as not to mosquito wine on the 

ground),the other hand inverse when the box to remove mosquitoes. 

3.After cleaning up mosquitoes,you can directly  put them together and use them in the environment 

of mosquito killer. 

 

The working principle of 

 

This product is a photocatalytic mosquito killer.The lamp adopts LED lamp beads to induce 

mosquitoes close to light source,the fan produces air flow to quickly inhale the mosquito killer 

mosquito box，then dry dehydration and die，things mosquito control，non-toxic，smokeless 

tasteless. 

 

Matters needing attention 

 

1.Turn off the light or reduce the light in mosquito areas when using mosquito killer，and avoid 

interference of other light sources (such as sunlight)Lights，TV sets，light outside windows，etc. 

Avoid strong winds（such as fans，air conditioners，etc.）blowing directly on the unit，closed 

space，on one in the presence of the situation to use the best effect. 

2.It is strictly forbidden for the eyes to stare at the light source for a long time when the product is 

working to avoid the glare of the light source on the eyes. 

3.During use，the mosquito killer should be placed where children can't touch.Do not put your 

fingers or metal objects into itln the body，so as not to cause accidents. 

4.If the power cord or fan is damaged，please send it to a professional for repair or replacement in 

order to avoid danger. 

5.When not in use for a long time，please unplug the power plug and place it well. 

 

 

 

 



Product parameters 

Rated voltage: AC220V 

Rated frequency: 50Hz 

Rated power: 5W 

Power supply: DC 5V 0.1A 

Applicable area: 50-100 ㎡ 


